
New artwork by Charles Burns during 2019

I’m
 happy to present a series of experim

ents into the attributes and form
 of a silhouette. I’ve been 

w
orking w

oth silhouettes all m
y life, but have only recently began to realise that they are w

hat I do, 
that they define w

ho I am
 as an artist.  H

ere are paper cuttings, oil paintings on canvas, ink studies 
on paper, draw

ings, sketches, photographs and digital collage. A
ll the m

edia I m
ost enjoy used to 

m
ake silhouettes, w

hich seem
 to point in a new

 artistic direction. Each to be further explored and 
refined the new

 decade to com
e.                                                                                        C

harles Burns

“Internal Landscape V
III - M

oulsford” oil on canvas, 40” x 30”
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Landscape Silhouettes 

A series of oil paintings begun in 2018 
and continued during 2019. All are based 
on paper cilhouettes cut at events, com-
bined with studio interpretations of small 
oil landscape sketches created on site. 

“Spirit” paper cutting, approx 11” x 7” “Desire” paper cutting, approx 11” x 8”

Poetry Silhouettes 

I create a number of paper cuttings in 
collaboration with a poet friend. “Internal Landscape IX - Moulsford” oil on canvas, 40” x 30”

“Internal Landscape IX - Moulsford” detail
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Life Silhouettes 

Combinations of drawing and cutting made in the life 
room with the aim of creating a double portrait of the 
model. 

“Violet at the LSC II” ink and cut paper collage “Violet at the LSC IV” pencil on cut paper

“Violet at the LSC III” ink and cut paper collage

Internal Landscapes on show during an open studio event



Rubbish Silhouettes 

A set of landscape oil sketches digitally collaged with cut 
silhouettes and photos of objects found in the landscape. 

Available as A3 digital prints. 

“McFlurry” “Rum & Cola”

“”Fosters”

“Utterly Butterly”
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Portrait Photo Silhouettes 

Low-light portrait photographs 
digitally collaged with scissors-cut 
silhouettes of the same subject. 
This project was carried out using 
visitors to the Caverhaam Arts Trail 
in May. Titles are their suggestions. 

Available as A3 digital prints

“Struggling Empath”

“Love Life”

“Dancing Queen”“Thoughtful Worker”

“Friendly Architect”
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“Mary I” ink and crayon on paper, A3

“Joseph” ink and pencil on paper, A3

Untitled, ink on paper, A3

Untitled, ink on paper, A3

Ink Paintings     

Wet acrylic ink paintings exploring the space 
within, some combined with drawing and a 
strong random element.
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Spiral Silhouettes 

Drawings and cuttngs exploring line in silhouettes.

“Barry” pencil on paper, 14” x 10” “Gabrielle” pencil on paper, 14” x 10”

“Gaspar” ink and crayon on paper, A3“Fernand” spiral papercutting (unfinished)



Studio visits and exhibitions 

I always welcome visits from those who may be interested in my work. 
Please get in touch to arrange an appointment.If you would like to kept 
informed about future exhibitons please drop me a line.  

May’s Barn, 234 Peppard Rd, Emmer Green 
READING, Berks. RG4 8UA 

Tel: 0118 947 6637 

E-mail: charles@roving-artist.com   

Instagram & Facebook: @silhouettist 

Silhouette cutting website: www.roving-artist.com 

© all images copyright the artist. Copyright & licensing via Design &  Artists 
Copyright Society: www.dacs.org.uk

Argentina Sketchbook 

Leporillo-style sketcbook containing people I met and things 
I saw travelling in Argentina in March. The book contaains 24 
sketches on one line. 

“Tango Dancers in Plaza Dorrego” detail from the Argentina sketchbook
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